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 This article discusses possibility of harness wiring with the use of focusing 
system of high frequency eigenfields of accelerating resonators in standing 
wave linear accelerators on the basis of biperiodic slowing systems. The 
scopes of business activities and specificity of existing engineering processes 
applied in industry, especially in chemistry and metallurgy, require for 
special measures on environmental protection. At present electron linear 
accelerators operating in pulse mode are used for application purposes. Such 
accelerators can be characterized by sufficient beam power for efficient 
industrial use and for environmental protection. The results of numerical 
analysis of electron dynamics in two-section accelerator upon various initial 
conditions are presented. The obtained results are applied for development of 
actual accelerator, calculated and experimental data are given. The performed 
experimental study confirmed possibility of development of standing wave 
linear accelerator without external magnetic focusing system with output 
beam diameter of not higher than 8 𝑚𝑚. The results of calculations of beam 
dynamics are experimentally verified. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the energy range of 2-50 𝑀𝑒𝑉 the most popular are travelling wave linear accelerators. However, 
when a portable accelerator is required with the waveguide length of 0.3-0.5 𝑚, electron energy of 4-8 𝑀𝑒𝑉 
and low beam current, then standing wave accelerators have certain advantage [1]. Operation modes of 
electron linear accelerator (linac) are compared in [2] and reasonability of development of standing wave 
accelerators for small and moderate energies is described. 

Analysis of output properties of decelerating radiation upon defect detection [3], radiation 
therapy [4], elemental activation analysis [5] demonstrates that major portion of radiation problems in these 
scopes can be solved by linac with the energy of 4-6 𝑀𝑒𝑉 and pulse current of 50-150 𝑚𝐴. In addition, 
accelerators used for defect detection and medicine should be portable and with small longitudinal and 
transversal sizes. 

Decrease in sizes and weight of radiation assemblies is an urgent task [6]. From the very beginning 
this task was solved by transition into X-band. At present decrease in longitudinal sizes can be achieved by 
transition into standing wave mode [7]. In slowing systems of standing wave linacs a biperiodic slowing 
system (BSS) is used with high specific shunt resistance and accelerating field gradient [8], it is calculated on 
the basis of equivalent circuit [9].  

In BSS the size of aperture for beam transit is extremely low and is about 10 𝑚𝑚 in diameter. 
Harness wiring through overall accelerator can be executed by means of external focusing fields, which can 
be created by solenoids. These solenoids can increase significantly transversal sizes of linacs, which is highly 
undesirable in defect detection and medicine. One of the issues with the use of standing wave linac is harness 
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wiring via BSS aperture. Efficiency and straightforwardness of accelerator design depend on successful 
solution of problem of particle dynamics. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Steady radial motion of particles in standing wave accelerator with high-frequency (HF) focusing is 
possible only in the phase region where energy gain is not maximum [10]. It is reasonable to implement HF 
focusing mode in accelerating structures with high shunt resistance in order to preserve high rate of energy 
gain by electrons over total accelerator length. Magnetron with maximum pulse power of 1.5 𝑀𝑊 was 
selected as HF energy source for two-section accelerator. Limited magnetron power did not permit to 
compensate lower energies gained upon the use of HF focusing, thus, it was decided to implement accelerator 
operation mode with maximum energy gain by electrons. 
 Taking into consideration all mentioned above, the particle dynamics in two-section accelerator was 
calculated as follows: 
a. at the first stage longitudinal dynamics of particles was calculated, optimum variants were determined 

with regard to lower energies as well as parameter ranges of the first cell, when the energy gain by 
particles was maximum; 

b. at the second stage, on the basis of the obtained data, the HF fields in contoured resonators were 
determined [11], and radial dynamics of particles was calculated; parameters of the first cell were varied 
in the intervals determined at the first stage, the acquired results were analyzed, and the best variant with 
regard to radial motion was selected; 

c. at the third stage, aiming at the best variant with regard to radial motion, the influence of external 
focusing magnetic field on motion of particles along overall accelerator was studied. 

 Therefore, in this approach the calculation of particle radial motion was aimed at clarification of 
sizes of the first cell of accelerating section, intensity of electric field in it and study of influence of external 
magnetic field on radial properties of beam. As demonstrated by A.E. Novozhilov [12], the parameters of the 
first cell mainly determine phase, energy, and radial properties of beam at accelerator output. Thus, it is 
possible to expect that after clarification of parameters of this cell in preset intervals, it will be possible 
implement harness wiring of a portion of accelerated beam via accelerator without external focusing 
elements. 
 
 
3. RESULTS 

Figure 1 illustrates schematic view of an accelerator comprised of electron injector, two accelerating 
sections, and external focusing system. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic view of two-section accelerator: 1-injector, 2, 4-focusing coils, 3-the first accelerating 
section, 5-the second accelerating section 

 
 

The electron injector at the accelerator output presets a beam with diameter of 1.5 𝑐𝑚, divergences 
of 1○ and energy of 40 𝑘𝑒𝑉. These beam parameters will be used as initial for calculation of radial motion of 
particles. The accelerating sections are based on BSS with end coupling cells and are fed by HF energy via 
oriented three dB-coupler. 

Each accelerating section contains 7 accelerating and 6 end coupling cells. In order to retain 
electrons in accelerator aperture two coupled coins are installed at input to the first accelerating section and 
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single focusing coil at the second section. All coils are made of oxidized aluminum foil and capable to create 
magnetic field with maximum intensity of 1200 𝑂𝑒. 

At the first stage of calculations the optimum accelerator variant was selected with regard to 
longitudinal particle motion, its parameters are as follows: accelerating field intensity -200 𝑘𝑉/𝑐𝑚, length-
3.2 𝑐𝑚 with the ratio of accelerating gap to cell length equaling to 0.5. Since the selected accelerating mode 
of particles is not optimum for radial motion, then at the total accelerator length the beam particles are 
affected by radial electric field, deflecting from axis, which is directly proportional to accelerating field. With 
increase in particle energy the influence of this field significantly weakens, but in the accelerator initial 
portion it is high. The most unfavorable conditions for particle radial motion are in the first cell, into which a 
beam with the energy of 40 𝑘𝑒𝑉 is injected. Figure 2 illustrates radial paths of particles in the accelerator 
variant, selected after the first stage of calculations. Calculations of radial motion at the second stage 
demonstrated that decrease in electric field intensity in the first cell to 160 ÷ 170 𝑘𝑉/𝑐𝑚 do not result in 
significant energy loss at accelerator output. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Particle paths in initial accelerator variant, non-optimized with regard to radial motion, for various 
initial phases of particle entry without external magnetic field 

 
 
4. DISCUSSION 

Significant influence on radial motion of particles is exerted by combination of parameters: the 
length of the first cell and the ratio of accelerating gap of the first cell to its length. This is attributed to the 
fact that the first cell combines particles into bunches and performs phasing of the bunches with regard to 
accelerating field in subsequent cells. Optimum parameters of this cell are related with accelerating field 
intensity in it. As shown by calculations, for 160 𝑘𝑉/𝑐𝑚 the length of the first cell should be selected in the 
range of 3.5 ÷ 3.6 𝑐𝑚 at the ratio of accelerating gap to cell length equaling to 0.6. After analysis of the 
obtained results at the second calculation stage the parameters of the first cell were adjusted in order to 
improve radial motion of particles in overall accelerator. Figure 3 illustrates the paths in the adjusted variant. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Particle paths in the accelerator variant, optimized with regard to radial motion, 
for various initial phases without external magnetic field 

 
 
The improvement of conditions for radial motion in the second case is obvious. Here, without 

application of external magnetic field, maximum deviation of particles from the axis does not exceed 2 𝑐𝑚, 
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and about 50% of particles captured into acceleration mode only partially escape from the beam channel the 
radius of which is 0.5 𝑐𝑚. This evidences that using external magnetic field, it is possible to retain all 
particles in the beam channel aperture. Without external magnetic field it is possible to expect 5 ÷ 10% of 
injected particles at accelerator output. 

The third stage of calculations was devoted to analysis of influence of external magnetic field on 
radial motion, this field formed by two coupled coils at accelerator input and single coil at input. The 
obtained results evidence that with the 800 𝑂𝑒 field all particle paths fit into accelerator beam channel 
aperture. Therefore, the magnetic focusing system is efficient for harness wiring of all particles captured into 
acceleration mode. Moreover, the calculations demonstrate that the single focusing coil at accelerator output 
actually does not influence on particle radial motion. 

Figure 4 illustrates particle paths for various initial phases at maximum magnetic field intensity of 
900 𝑂𝑒 on the axis. It can be seen that the beam diameter does not exceed 6 𝑚𝑚 and all particles captured into 
acceleration mode reach the accelerator output. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Particle paths in the accelerator variant, optimized with regard to radial motion, 
for various initial phases with external magnetic field of 900 𝑂𝑒 

 
 
Therefore, the performed calculations gave the following results: 
a. radial dynamics of particles mainly depends on the length of the first cell, the ration of accelerating gap to 

the length of the first cell, and intensity of accelerating field, these variables in the selected variant are 
3.5 𝑐𝑚, 0.6 and 160 𝑘𝑉/𝑐𝑚, respectively; 

b. external focusing magnetic system is capable to conduct via accelerator all particles captured in 
acceleration mode, at magnetic field intensity of 900 𝑂𝑒 the beam diameter at accelerator output is not 
higher than 2 𝑚𝑚, average kinetic beam energy is 6.7 𝑀𝑒𝑉, capturing coefficient is 40%; 

c. without external magnetic field 5 ÷ 10% of injected particles can be expected at accelerator output. 
Since upon implementation of HF focusing mode the beam particles are accelerated not in the 

maximum f electric field, then it is necessary to estimate unavoidable beam energy loss at accelerator output. 
With this aim let us use HF beam focusing as a basis of calculation of particle dynamics. Let us determine 
optimum accelerator variant with regard to radial motion and let us attempt to increase maximally its energy 
without noticeable impairment of beam radial properties. Let us compare the obtained variant with the 
previous one, based on maximum possible energy gain by particles. 

The accelerator flowchart is the same as in Figure 1, and the sequence of calculations is as follows: 
a. calculation of buncher and beam properties, selection of optimum buncher in terms of radial beam 

formation; 
b. calculation of particle dynamics in overall accelerator, analysis of phase motion and energy gain, 

determination of accelerator parameters influencing energy gain; 
c. determination of final variant of accelerator with HF focusing and beam energy properties [13, 14]. 

Let us consider the first two cells of accelerating section as a buncher. Then, it is possible to use the 
procedure and calculations for two-cell buncher and to assume that the sizes and electric field intensities of 
the first two cells of the first accelerating section are determined, and the beam properties after the buncher 
are known. Particle dynamics in overall accelerator are calculated on the basis of the selected accelerator. 
As assumed, the buncher provide HF focusing mode. It can be obviously seen in Figure 5, where paths of 
beam particles are illustrated with various initial phases. The buncher forms bunches of 60% of injected 
particles, which pass to the accelerator end with average kinetic energy of 3.94 𝑀𝑒𝑉. In order to estimate 
radial properties of beam let us introduce the parameter of average maximum deviation of particle paths from 
accelerator axis which for this case equals to 0.26 𝑐𝑚. 
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Figure 5. Particle paths in the two-section accelerator variant with HF focusing 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

The calculations demonstrate that the rate of energy gain by particle to 𝑧 = 35 𝑐𝑚 is significantly 
higher than in the remaining portion of accelerator. Indeed, in the first section the energy gain rate is 
8 𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑚, and in the second section it is only 5 𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑚. A particle passes each subsequent cell in less 
favorable for acceleration phase than the previous one, that is, the particle gradually slips down from the 
bump of accelerating field. This slipping can be slightly decreased by variation of length of the second cell. 
When we decrease the cell length, moderate benefit in energy is obtained, though, the beam radial property 
sharply deteriorates to 0.5 𝑐𝑚. This evidences the fact that at the accelerator aperture of 1 𝑐𝑚 a portion of 
beam will obviously fall onto the walls of beam channel. 

The worst conditions for phase motion of particle exist in the second section. It is possible to 
improve these conditions by decreasing the distance between accelerating sections. Optimum results are 
obtained at the intersection distance of 1.25 𝑐𝑚, thus, this variant can be considered as final, since all particles 
captured into accelerating mode are held in the accelerator aperture due to HF focusing. The variant of two-
section accelerator with HF focusing is characterized by the following output beam parameters: average 
kinetic energy –5.7 𝑀𝑒𝑉, capturing coefficient – 60%, beam diameter at accelerator output - 8 𝑚𝑚. 

Comparison of the obtained variant with the previous one, based on the condition of maximum 
energy gain by beam with external focusing field, demonstrates that upon implementation of HF focusing 
mode, the unavoidable loss of energy beam will be 1 𝑀𝑒𝑉, however, the capturing coefficient increases by 
two fold. For the considered accelerator with the length of 75 𝑐𝑚, the beam energy decrease in less than 20% 
of maximum value. 
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